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Grab These Brand New Premium Header Templates With Full PSD Source Files And Easily Create Your

Own Awesome Headers In Minutes! 1. Use these headers as is. Just change the text to your text, and

maybe add an image of your own. And boom you have a killer header in minutes. 2. Play around with the

colors and styles. Create your own color schemes to match your site. Move things around. Resize the

header to you exact size. Customize just certain elements. And in just a few minutes you can have a fairly

different and unique look. 3. Or just take certain parts you like from a header (like text or some effects or

some layouts), and add them to any of your own existing graphics to spice them up. You get full source

files to ALL these templates, and everything you see on the headers comes on its own layer. So there is a

lot of premium graphics elements at your disposal here. These awesome headers could potentially save

you hours of work, and give an added flair to your existing graphics. And thats easily worth the price of

this whole package (more on price later). Exactly what you get... Again, this package is all about quality

vs quantity. So what you get is simple: youll get 25 premium header templates with layered PSD source

files. The templates are all at least 900 pixels wide. I made them that size so that tehyre big enough for

most sites, and you can easily resize them to any smaller size you want (like 800 pix So how much is this

product? I want to make this product affordable for everyone, and a no-brainer deal for you. So the super

low price I came up with is....
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